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Launched in 2015 as a resource for
millennials looking to maximize their
limited time off, Traverse Blog
empowers young travelers to discover
adventures at home and abroad through
thorough and thoughtful planning.
My mission is to show young working
professionals that it is possible to create
a travel filled life regardless of where
they are located.
I am passionate about sustainable travel,
culinary exploration, and city weekend
breaks. I create helpful resources,
sample itineraries, and detailed guides to
help my readers plan their trips.

40,000 av. monthly page views with 2,000 daily
active users. 73% of visitors are from the USA,
followed by Germany (6%), UK (4%), and
Australia (3%). More than 55% of readers are
women under age 35.

WHAT ARE MY STRENGTHS?
Engagement: Where the industry average for
Instagram engagement is 1-3%, my posts
regularly get 7-10% engagement rates.
Long Content Shelf Life: My high Pinterest traffic
rates guarantee that blogs posts will engage
readers for 12+ months after the publish date.

CONTENT DELIVERABLES

Destination
Case Study:

Written Content
During the partnership, I published two blog
posts featuring DoNapa

Do

7 Cool Things to Do in Napa Besides
Wineries
#NapaNow: Why You Should Still Visit Napa,
California After the Fires

Napa

Social Media Content
I posted 9 Instagram photos, 3 Instagram
stories, 27 tweets and 8 Facebook posts
featuring DoNapa

Video Content
After returning from the visit, I published
two videos featuring the destination
Eating and Exploring Oxbow Market
5 Travel Highlights from Napa, California

Key

Partnership

ENGAGEMENT
2 Instagram photos were of the top 5
most engaged posts that month
My Instagram stories from Napa were
featured on the general Napa story and
were the highest engaged story posts
from those stories.
The "7 Cool Things" post is one of my
top 3 traffic generating posts in 2020,
nearly 2 years later!

Results

READER TESTIMONIAL
Several months after my visit, a follower sent me
an Instagram message saying "So I know you
went to Napa awhile back. My fiance and I are
planning a trip and trying decide what to visit
and where to stay. Do you have any
suggestions?". The reader has since visited Napa
and stayed at the hotel I recommended!
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WHAT CAN TRAVERSE BLOG DO FOR YOU?

I focus on visual storytelling
through captivating and wellcomposed photos that garner
social media engagement.
I use a Canon 6D Mark II for
photography.

I take pride in producing relevant
and relatable content. With
several years of experience writing
online content, I will showcase
your brand with SEO-optimized,
well-written and detailed pieces.

Let me bring your brand to life
with engaging video content! I
film, edit and produce short-form
video stories for YouTube and
social media to tell your brand's
unique story.

